
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd 
Registered in England and Wales 
No. 2554514. Registered Office: 
Amber Court, William Armstrong Drive 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 7YQ                    (ST/FS) 

 

Steve Ball 
Planning and Transportation 
The Vale of Glamorgan Council 
Dock Office 
Barry Docks 
Barry 
CF63 4RT 

26 September 2008 
 
Our Ref:  FSE97027B/D3 
Your Ref: P/DC/2008/00483/SC2 
 

 
 
Dear Mr Ball 
 
CONSTRUCTION OF A GASIFICATION FACILITY AT BARRY DOCKS 
 
Our Client, BioGen Power Limited, propose to construct a Gasification Facility on land off Atlantic Way, 
Barry Docks (see enclosed Figure 2). The Facility will generate 7Megawatts of electricity from municipal 
solid waste, construction and demolition wastes and commercial and industrial wastes. As part of the 
Planning Application the Client proposed to submit an Environmental Statement (ES). As part of the ES we 
are currently identifying cumulative impacts associated with other developments in the vicinity of the 
proposed site.   
 
To date we have identified the following developments which we propose to consider as part of the 
cumulative impacts assessment: 
The ‘Quay’ developments, Barry Water Front: this proposal is for approximately 2000 homes to be 
constructed around Barry Water Front. The project is currently at the Master Planning stage with an 
application likely to be submitted in the middle of 2009. It is not currently known when construction will 
commence. 
 
Application for a Wood Burning Gasification Plant: an application has recently been submitted for a 
wood burning gasification facility on Woodham Road, Barry Docks. The application has not been 
accompanied by an ES as it is not included within the scheduled developments. 
 
In addition we have identified the following developments which we do not proposed to consider as part of 
the cumulative impact assessment: 
Barry Island Funfair Site: a proposal to demolish the existing funfair site and replace it with an indoor 
entertainments centre is currently being prepared and a screening opinion has recently been requested by 
the developer. The funfair site lies approximately 1.5km from the proposed Gasification Facility.  
 
We do not propose to consider cumulative impacts associated with this scheme. It is considered unlikely that 
the construction periods will overlap as the Funfair site is currently at an early stage in the planning and 
development process. During the operational phases of both projects it is considered that topics such as air 
quality and contaminated land associated with the proposed Gasification Facility are unlikely to be impacted 
by the construction or operation of the proposed entertainments centre. A traffic assessment has been 
undertaken for the proposed Gasification Facility which indicates that the increase in traffic associated with 
the Gasification Facility is not significant. Calculations show that an additional 27 two way HGV trips will 
occur along Wimbourne Road and Ffordd y Mileniwm during a 12 hour weekday. Whilst additional vehicle 
trips are likely to be associated with the Barry Island Funfair Site it is considered that as leisure facilities 
already exist both at the Funfair site and in the surrounding area the rise in trips associated with the funfair 
development are unlikely to be significant. Further more it is considered likely that only a small percentage of 
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traffic accessing the Barry Island Funfair site will utilise Ffordd y Mileniwm, with other vehicles accessing the 
site via the A4050.   
 
Rhoose Housing Development: A proposal for the construction of 600 homes and associates 
infrastructure and community facilities at Rhoose. It is considered that this development is sufficiently far 
from the proposed gasification site that cumulative impacts will not occur. 
 
We would be grateful if you could confirm that our decision to omit the Barry Island Funfair Development and 
Rhoose Housing Development is considered acceptable to the Local Planning Authority. We would also be 
grateful for any additional information you may be able to provide upon the environmental impacts 
associated with the ‘Quay’ Developments and the Wood Burning Gasification Plant application.  In order for 
any information to be included in our assessment we need to be in receipt of it by 15 October.  
 
Should you have ay queries please contact me on 02920 827084 or by email to cumminsh@pbworld.com. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Parsons Brinckerhoff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HELEN CUMMINS 
Senior Environmental Consultant 
 
Enc: Figure 2: Site Location Plan 
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Ein cyf/Our ref: SE/2008/106237/01-L01
Eich cyf/Your ref:
 P/DC/SJB/2008/00483/SC2 
 
Dyddiad/Date: 14 May 2008 
 
 

 
Annwyl Mr Thomas  / Dear Mr Thomas 
 
EIA SCOPING OPINION REQUEST FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A GASIFICATION 
FACILITY FOR BIOGEN POWER LTD AT  BARRY DOCKS, BARRY, VALE OF 
GLAMORGAN.       
 
Thank you for your letter of 22 April 2008 with regard to a request for a scoping 
opinion from Parsons Brinckerhoff.  The Environment Agency would request the 
following matters are addressed in an Environmental Statement (ES):- 
 

 Flood Risk Matters 
 Groundwater and Contaminated Land Matters  
 Waste / Pollution Prevention Measures 
 Biodiversity Aspects 

 
Flood Risk Matters 
 
The site lies entirely within zone C2, as defined by the development advice map 
(dam) referred to under TAN 15 Development and Flood Risk (July 2004).  We would 
therefore request the risk of flooding be considered as part of the Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) and request that a flood consequence assessment be 
submitted to demonstrate in accordance with Technical Advice Note (TAN15) that 
the consequences of flooding can be acceptably managed.  For further information 
please contact Mr Gary Purnell, Technical Specialist, Development Control on 02920 
245022. 
  
We acknowledge within the letter from Parsons Brinckerhoff dated 16th April 2008, 
Reference FSE97027A within Section 3.9 that a flood consequence assessment 
(FCA) is recommended for this site. 
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Biodiversity Aspects 
 
The Scoping report states that there are no nearby SSSI's however within 2km are 
Hayes Point to Bendrick Rock SSSI (300m) and Barry Island SSSI (950m). Impacts 
on these sites should be determined along with relevant impacts to the Severn 
Estuary cSAC and SPA. 
 
In addition, the scoping report does not state what ecological information will be 
submitted with the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) other than to say that 
enhancement opportunities and mitigation strategies will be recommended. 
Appropriate surveys should be undertaken to determine impacts on protected 
species and habitats. Details of these surveys and an assessment of likely impacts 
within a local and wider context should be included in the EIA along with proposed 
mitigation and enhancement.  
 
Groundwater and Contaminated Land Matters 
 
The applicant has proposed undertaking a preliminary desk study risk assessment, 
with conceptual site model, that will identify if intrusive investigation of ground 
conditions is necessary, we not only concur with this phased approach in line with 
the CLR11 guidance, but would confirm our expectation that this would lead to a 
detailed site investigation. This should include assessment of the risk that piled 
foundations might create additional migration pathways for contaminants. 
 
The site is located on a former BP Chemicals landfill known to have taken industrial 
and hazardous waste.  Any hazardous waste excavated during the course of the 
development would need to be disposed of satisfactorily and in accordance with 
section 34 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.   
 
Prior to works commencing a Method Statement should be agreed with us. This 
should include all measures taken to prevent detriment to the environment and any 
contingency plans, with reference in particular to the minimisation of risk of pollution 
of hazardous materials stored on site. The method statement should also take into 
account the protection of groundwater. This statement will be expected to include the 
outcomes of any investigations into any risks from landfills or prior contamination of 
the site. 
 
The proposed development is within 250 metres of a known landfill site. Before 
commencement of the development, all reasonable steps should be taken to 
investigate the possibility of gas migration affecting the development site. The survey 
methods for this investigation should first be agreed in writing with the Local 
Planning Authority and a copy of the results of the survey should be submitted to the 
Local Planning Authority as soon as they are available. Where gas migration is 
confirmed, or there is evidence that migration is likely to occur, the development 
shall not commence until satisfactory remedial measures have been taken to control 
and manage the gas, to monitor the effectiveness of these measures and, where 
necessary, to incorporate adequate precautionary measures in the design and 
construction stages. Such measures shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority before commencement of the development, and shall 
thereafter be implemented and retained in accordance with approved details. 
 
Under the terms of the Water Resources Act 1991, the prior written consent of the 
Environment Agency is currently required for any discharge of sewage or trade 
effluent onto or into ground or surface water.  Such consent may be withheld.  If 
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there is an existing discharge consent the applicant should ensure that any increase 
in volume is permitted under the present conditions. Please contact Lisa Kirby 
on 02920 245221 for further details or visit the Environment Agency website on 
www.environment-agency.gov.uk 
 
There are 5 licensed abstraction within 5 km of the National Grid Reference.   It is 
the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that the development will not affect any 
water features (ie. wells, boreholes, springs, streams or ponds) in the area, including 
licensed and unlicensed abstractions.  
  
There is no mention that water will be required for the works or for the process at the 
plant.  If water is required for any of these purposes then we recommend that you 
refer to the CAMS document for the Thaw and Cadoxton and contact us as soon as 
possible with the details. 
  
If during construction of the plant dewatering will be required a licence may now be 
required.  An abstraction licence can take up to 4 months to issue once a valid 
application has been received.  Under the terms of the Water Resources Act 1991, 
an Abstraction Licence may be required from the Environment Agency for the 
abstraction of water from any inland water or underground strata. This is dependent 
on water resource availability and may not be granted.  
 
Waste / Pollution Prevention Issues 
 
The site must be drained by a separate system of foul and surface water drainage, 
with all clean roof and surface water being kept separate from foul water. The local 
sewerage undertaken should be consulted by the Local Planning Authority and be 
requested to demonstrate that the sewerage and sewage disposal systems serving 
the development have sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional flows 
generated as a result of the development, without causing pollution. 
 
Carriers transporting waste from the site must be registered waste carriers.  If 
controlled wastes are to be utilised for construction purposes the developer must 
register the activity with the Environment Agency Wales.  The Duty of Care 
Regulations apply to all movements of controlled waste.   
 
The developers should adopt all appropriate pollution control measures, both 
underground and on the surface, to ensure that the integrity of the aquatic 
environment, both groundwater and surface water is assured.  Site operators should 
ensure that there is no possibility of contaminated water entering and polluting 
surface or underground waters.  The Environment Agency’s Pollution Prevention 
Guidelines (PPGs) can be found on the internet at  www.environment-
agency.gov.uk/ppg and should be followed. 
 
Prior to being discharged into any watercourse it is recommended that all surface 
water drainage from parking areas and hard standings be passed through an oil 
interceptor designed and constructed to have capacity and details compatible with 
the site drained.  Roof water should not pass through the interceptor.  The 
interceptor shall be retained thereafter.  The applicant should ensure that any land 
proposed for soakaways has adequate permeability in accordance with BS 
6297:2007. 
 
The proposed development will require a permit under the Environmental Permitting 
(England & Wales) Regulations 2007, including  demonstration of compliance with 
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the Waste Incineration Directive technical requirements, emission limit values and 
continuous emissions monitoring. Particular attention should be given to the 
consideration and demonstration of credible and viable combined heat and power 
opportunities at the site. 
 
Early discussion with local residents, businesses and conservation organisations is 
recommended to ensure that views and concerns are addressed early in the design 
process of the proposed facility. 
 
I hope you find this response both clear and helpful.  Should you wish to discuss any 
of the above matters further, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yn ddiffuant  / Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mrs SARA WILKES 
Planning Liaison Officer 
 
Deialu uniongyrchol/Direct dial 029 20245091 
Ffacs uniongyrchol/Direct fax 029 20362920 
E-bost uniongyrchol/Direct e-mail wilkes.Cardiff2.WLS@environment-
agency.wales.gov.uk 
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